In large vocabulary continuous speech recognition, high level linguistic knowledge can enhance performance. However, integration of high level linguistic knowledge and complex acoustic models under an ecient search scheme is still an open question. In this paper, we propose the n-best breadth search algorithm under the framework of a state space search. The n-best breadth search is a combination of the best rst search and the breadth rst search, and it eciently accommodates the long span language models and complex acoustic models. Our pilot experiment shows that the proposed algorithm decreases execution time with little eect on performance.
INTRODUCTION
In the statistical approach, speech recognition can be viewed as a problem of nding the word sequenceŴ , which gives highest probability for the given speech S :Ŵ = arg max where P (W ) is the a priori probability of the word sequence W , i.e., the language model score, and P (SjW ) is the likelihood of the speech S being generated by the given word sequence W , i.e., the acoustic model score. In this paper, we assume that P (W ) is computed using a stochastic language model, i.e., ngram [Katz87] , and P (SjW ) is computed using a sub-word hidden Markov model (HMM) [Rabiner93] .
The straight forward extension of the frame-synchronous network search algorithm [Lee89] runs in O(jS jjV j n ) time 1 , where jSj is the length of the utterance S , jV j is the size of vocabulary, and n is the order of ngram.
In large vocabulary continuous speech recognition, the higher order ngram plays an important role. However, using more than bigram is computationally expensive, especially when the size of the vocabulary is large, and real time processing is not possible. In this paper, we propose the n-best breadth search algorithm under the framework of the state space search [Rich91] , which can handle long span language models such as higher order ngrams and complex sub-word acoustic models such as cross-word triphones. The proposed algorithm can be easily extended to handle other types of language models such as the stochastic context free grammar, and dierent types of acoustic models such as neural networks. In order to eciently handle sophisticated linguistic and acoustic knowledge, several methods have been proposed such as the n-best decoder [Schwartz90] [Soong91] [Nguyen94] , stack decoder [Paul93] [Gopalakrishnan95], word graph decoder [Oerder93] [Murveit93], and one pass decoder [Odell94] . In section 2, these methods are reviewed and their complexities are analyzed. The new search algorithm is described in section 3. A comparison of the new algorithm with some existing methods is also presented. In section 4, implementation issues are considered which can speed up the execution time of the algorithm. Finally, pilot experimental results are discussed in section 5.
REVIEW OF DECODING ALGORITHMS
In the n-best decoding approach, a lower order ngram is used to generate a set of most likely utterance hypotheses. Then, the hypotheses are reordered using a higher order ngram and the more complex acoustic models. The best hypothesis in the list is chosen as the recognized sequence of words [Nguyen94] . Finding the n-best hypotheses runs in O(jS jjHjjV j m ) time, where jHj is the size of the n-best hypotheses list, and m is the order of the lower order ngram [Soong91] . Reordering takes O(jS jjHj + jHjlogjHj) time because it requires the processing of jHj hypotheses of size jSj each and the sorting of them. When there is low correlation between the lower order ngram and the higher order ngram, the n-best approach suers from the fact that the optimal hypothesis with respect to the higher order ngram may not be contained in the n-best hypotheses list generated by the lower order ngram. In the stack decoding approach, the breadth rst characteristic of the frame-synchronous network search is changed to depth rst. The most promising partial hypothesis is explored rst. If it is found to be not promising, another promising partial hypothesis with possibly dierent time and length is explored [Paul93] [Gopalakrishnan95] . The backtracking scheme is implemented using a stack. The stack decoder is basically an exponential algorithm, i.e., O(jV j jSj ), unless some restrictions are applied to the size of the stack. Choosing the most promising partial hypothesis depends on heuristic functions because it can not be decided locally. These heuristic functions usually prevent the algorithm from being admissible. That is, the output of the stack decoder is not guaranteed to be optimal with respect to the given language model and the acoustic models.
The word graph decoder rst produces a word graph using a lower order ngram. The word graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) where each edge is associated with a word and each vertex is associated with a time mark [Oerder93] . It is an ecient representation of alternative hypotheses for an utterance. The word graph has usually fewer words in it than the original vocabulary. The higher order language model can be used in the second pass of decoding with a restricted set of words and their transitions dened by the word graph produced in the rst pass. In fact, this can be repeated progressively each time using more sophisticated language and acoustic models to generate smaller word graphs [Murveit93] . The word graph approach is basically a variation of the n-best approach, where the word graph is used instead of the n-best hypotheses list. It has similar disadvantages and complexity as the n-best approach.
Recently, an ecient representation of a dictionary using tree structure [Ney92] , and an ecient implementation of the frame-synchronous Viterbi algorithm make it possible to do one pass decoding for large vocabularies [Odell94] . In this approach, the unlikely partial hypotheses are pruned, and only the likely partial hypotheses are maintained dynamically. Unlike the stack decoder, all the likely partial hypotheses are explored synchronously. The number of partial hypotheses easily becomes untractable. The key to the success of this approach is how to maintain a relatively small number of partial hypotheses and still produce reliable result. [Odell94] sets a hard limit on the number of active HMM states, resulting in O(jS jjV jjHj k ) complexity, where jHj is the number of active partial hypotheses, and k is some constant. In the next section, we describe the n-best breadth search, which turns out to be a generalization of the one pass decoder 3 N-BEST BREADTH SEARCH
The continuous word recognition problem is formulated as a state space search. The state space search starts from the initial state and repeatedly generates the successor states until it nds a goal state [Rich91] . Depending on the control strategies, it can be breadth rst search, depth rst search, or best rst search. In this paper, we propose an n-best breadth search, a combination of the best rst search and the breadth rst search, where the top n best states are simultaneously pursued. In order to apply this strategy to speech recognition, we rst need to decide what would be the best choice for a state. At the nest end, we can allow a new state to be generated using a dierent HMM state score at every time frame. However, for the rst order HMM, the Viterbi algorithm nds the best path eciently in polynomial time. So, we don't have to unnecessarily blow up the complexity. Alternatively, we can dene a state to be a partial hypothesis. In this case, the search is to nd the optimal hypothesis, i.e., the goal state. strategy is outlined in the table.
The algorithm works frame synchronously, i.e., all the active hypotheses are updated synchronously. Since a hypothesis is just a concatenation of a set of sub-word HMM's, the standard Viterbi algorithm can be used to compute its probability P (hjS). Since the language model score can be encoded when concatenating sub-word HMM's, the language model access is necessary only when a hypothesis is extended across the word boundary.
So, the complexity of the step 2.1 of the algorithm is O(jH j).
To prevent the number of hypotheses from growing exponentially, we limit the total number of alive hypotheses in the step 2.2. This is similar to the n-best decoder in that the n-best hypotheses are maintained. The dierence here is that the top n 1 hypotheses are maintained using the higher order ngram. The hypothesis list H plays the role of the stack in the stack decoder. However, unlike the stack decoder, all hypotheses in H get pursued simultaneously without backtracking. The complexity of the step 2.2 is O(jH j log jHj) because it requires to sort the list H . If we allow the size of H to be approximately n 1 , then we can use the bucket sort algorithm 136th Meeting of Acoustical Society of America [Cormen90] that runs in O(jH j) time.
The number of hypotheses grows exponentially in the step 2.3 of the algorithm. To reduce the number of newly generated hypotheses, we allow only the top n 2 hypotheses in H to spawn their successors. Furthermore, sub-word and word expansions are treated dierently because there is more acoustical confusability at the beginning of a word than at the end [Ney92] . Limiting the total number of hypotheses is similar to the one pass decoder. However, a more complicated spawning mechanism is used in the algorithm to eciently manage the size of H . The complexity of the step 2.3 is O(jH jjaj), where jaj is number of acoustic models.
We further reduce the number of hypotheses by merging those hypotheses that have the same context according to the Viterbi criterion. The complexity of the step 2.4 is O(jH j 2 ) because we have to consider every possible pair in H . If an additional list which is sorted according to the Viterbi criterion is maintained, the step 2.4 can be done in O(jH jlogjHj) time because jHj hypotheses are inserted into the list using binary search. The overall complexity of the algorithm is O(jS jjHj(jaj + log jHj)) because it iterates jSj times.
IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
When a tree structured dictionary is used, since the identity of a current word is not known, the language model cannot be applied for the last word of a partial hypothesis. In the bigram case, a precompiled factorized bigram tree can be used for the last word of a partial hypothesis [Antoniol95] . However, if the grammar gets larger, the size of the precompiled tree becomes unmanageable. If we factorize ngram on the y, the access to the language model is repeated whenever a new hypothesis is created, which rapidly osets the advantage of the tree structured dictionary. More importantly, the language model factorization method is not admissible any more, since the number of alive hypotheses is limited. In this paper, we consider several approximations of the language model score for the last word of a partial hypothesis. The simplest method is not to use any language model score for the last word. The idea of this approach is to rst choose the top n words using the pure acoustic score, then apply the language model when attaching these words to the partial hypotheses. Another method is to use the unigram or forced backo bigram for factorization. In this case, we need only one tree to store the factorization information and it can be precomputed.
When expanding a partial hypothesis in the step 2.3, we can make use of a lookahead value to choose h. If we have a perfect lookahead function, we don't need to keep the top n hypotheses because we get the best one. However, the perfect lookahead function is not possible. Instead, a fairly reasonable lookahead score can be acquired by a backward Viterbi search [Soong91] . In this case, the algorithm becomes a non admissible n-best A 3 search. Alternatively, we can use a cheaper lookahead method such as the fast match algorithm [Bahl92] , where each hypothesis is extended for several time frames using the fast matching algorithm that computes an optimistic score for the Viterbi path. In the next section, a phone lookahead method similar to [Bahl92] is explored.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The speech feature vectors are composed of 12 dimensional mel-frequency cepstral coecients (MFCC), the normalized energy, and their rst and second order time derivatives, resulting in a 39 dimension feature vector every 10ms computed from a 25ms Hamming window. The acoustic models are trained using 600 utterances of one male speaker (bef0 3) from the Resource Management database. Each model is 3-state left-to-right state-clustered cross-word triphone HMM with 10 Gaussian distributions per state, resulting in a total of 5,070 Gaussian distributions. The perplexities for the bigram and the trigram language models have been measured as 119.64 and 94.32, respectively. Testing is conducted using 75 utterances. Table 1 shows the eect of dierent language model factorization methods. The bigram language model has been used for this experiment because dynamic trigram factorization is too expensive. Using only the acoustic score is better than using the forced backo bigram or the unigram. This is partially because of the fact that the correlation between bigram and unigram is relatively small. The correlation coecient between bigram and unigram has been measured as 0.61. Without using any factorization method, execution time is reduced 67.5% at a cost of 8.6% increase in the error rate compared with the bigram factorization method. This may be due to the fact that even if we use bigram for factorization, the search is still not admissible because the number of partial hypotheses is limited. Table 2 shows the performance of the n-best breadth search algorithm and one pass decoder. By expanding the small number of partial hypotheses, execution time is reduced 28.6% at a cost of 10.3% increase in the error rate. language model factorization bigram backo unigram acoustic error rate (%) 8.1 9.6 11.6 8.8 multiples of real time 40 13 11 13 comparison between the n-best breadth search (NBBS) and the one pass decoder. The language model is trigram without any factorization. Table 3 shows the eect of phone lookahead. Because of the extra computational cost for the phone lookahead, it seems that we don't gain much in using the phone lookahead method for the n-best breadth search.
CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed several existing search algorithms that can handle long span language models, and have proposed the n-best breadth search algorithm under the framework of the state space search. The n-best breadth search is a generalization of the one pass decoder, which can eciently manage the size of partial hypotheses. The proposed algorithm can be easily extended to handle other types of language models such as the stochastic context free grammar, and dierent types of acoustic models such as neural networks.
We also considered several implementation issues which can speed up 100 200 1 error rate (%) 10.6 7.3 6.8 multiples of real time 12 15 15 for dierent phone lookahead beam width. 1 is equivalent to not applying the phone lookahead method. The language model is trigram without any factorization.
the execution time of the algorithm, such as language model factorization methods, and phone lookahead methods. The proposed algorithm has been tested using Resource Management database, and it shows that the algorithm decreases the execution time signicantly at a cost of recognition accuracy.
There can be many variations in how to prune the unlikely hypotheses. Treating sub-word expansion and word expansion dierently is one possible way. The key to the success of the proposed algorithm depends on how to prudently choose a small number of promising hypotheses. Future work is to extend the pruning strategies that are ecient and reliable for real time processing.
